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FOREWORD
In order to have the subject of Natural Boundaries in the proper perspective it will be necessary to preoede it with a short treatment of the
subject of analYtio continuation.

It will be our intention first to disouss

analytic oontinuation from the viewpoint of infinite series and then to take
up the subject of natural boundaries in relation to that method.

For the

sake of completeness the method of Schwarz whioh makes use of the principle
of symmetry, has been included in this seotion on .Analytio Continuation. ·We
shall then reoord a theorem originally proven by Monsieur Emil' Bor&l whioh
establishes a sufficient oondition upon the exponents of a power series so
that there will exist a Natural Boundary.
After presenting Borel's theorem, we shall apply the results of this
theorem to a class of funotions known as the THETA-ZERO FUNCTIONS in an effort to demonstrate that the unit circle is the natural boundal'y of these
functions.

We shall then apply the results of his theorem to several funo-

tions which have been demonstrated to have the unit circle as a natural
boundary in order to

8impli~

the given proots.

The usefulness of this the-

orem in working out many ot the problElllls on natural boundaries found in
texts on the Complex Variable will be illustrated.
All footnotes will be found numbered consecutively at the end of this
paper and immediately preceding the bibliography.

r""-----------------------------------------------------.

,

Section I
We shall discuss the question ot Analytic Continuation by means ot a
Taylor Series; in the first part ot its treatment we are particularly indebted to Goursat-Hedrick's work: Functions of a Complex Variable, p.196

~

Let ~(~) be an ana1;Ytic l! function in a cOllllected· portion of the plane;

se.

i f we know the value of ~l»)and ot all its successive derivatives at a point

~ in the region

point

b in the
Proof':

A

R we

may deduoe the value of the function at some other

same region.

Join the points ~ and

b by

a path

L which

path lies entirely
in
,

(this path may be a,broken line or any sort of curve).

~

We shall take

to be the lower limit of' the distance from any point of' the path Lto the
boundary of'
of'

L will

fl

so that a circle with a radius ~ whose oenter is on any point

lie entirely in the given region

fl.

Aocording to the hypothesis made we know the value of the function
~ (<<.) and the values ot its successive derivatives

f'or the point

~=~.

We can theref'ore write out the power series which repre-

sents the f'unction '(~)in the neighborhood of the point 0..:

Because of the above hypothesis made conoer.a1ng the distance of' the path

l

f'rom the boundary of' Rthe radius of'the circle of' convergence of'this series is at least equal to ~ but it may be greater than ~ depending upon where
the point ~ is situated.

It there be a point

b situated

within the circle

/'

Co

of the preceding series,

118

may

re~ce
//

} by

b

in order to have

1(£).

1""""

------------------------------------------------------------,
If the point

b

li8S outside the· 01n18

Co we may

let .<, be the point where
~

,

the p1th

L leaves Co.

(Sinoe it does not matter how we get to

b whether

by one path or other as long as these paths are within the analytio region

fl we shall suppose that L cuts the circle Co in at most one point and all
the succeeding circles in only two pointe.)

R
!

!,

h~ore
Let us select upon
from

0(.

be less than

Sf2-.

La

1..

point ~. within C.oand such that its distance

The series (1) and those obtained from it by.

successive differentiations enable us to determine the values of the function
for

~(})

and all its suocessive' derivatives:

'1-=~,.

6('}1), tr~I)(

...... t"l(~I), .... '. ,

The coefficients of the series which represents the funotion

b(~) in the neighborhood

ot

the point ~,are therefore determined if we know

the coefficients of the first series
neighborhood of the point

~,

(1),

and we will have therefore in the

~-'------------------------------------------------.
The radius of the circle of convergence of C,of the series (2) is at least

""

equal <Ito ~ ; this circle contains then the point o(,vdthin it, and there is
also a part of the region of convergence outside of the circle
point b lies within the circle C,just found, we may put

Co.

If the

r" in the series

(2) in order to know the value of t{b).
Suppose, however, that the point I> lies outside of e.,and let ~l be

a new point

1 within C, such
20

is less than

b/z..

e.,.

We select on the path

L

that the distance between the points 1z.and

lIfa

the point where the path ,. b outs the circle

~he series (2) and those we obtain from it by s~coessive

differentiations will enable us to oalculate the values of ~(~)and its derivatives, C(-~).), b'(}~)/t"(,~),·· .. · at the point

,%..

We shall then form the

new series

The above series (3) represents the function, ((,)in a new oirole
a radius greater than or eqllal to

C'Z.

•

we may replace

l

by

b in

S.

If the point

b is

ez ,

with

within the circle

the preceding series (3 h if not. we may con-

tinue to apply the same process of continuation.

At the end of a finite

number of such operations we shall have a circle which contains the point

b within

it.

(In the case of our figure the point

b is found within the

circle ~'f).2:
The reasoning just given shows that it is always possible, at least
theoretically, to calculate the values of a fUnotion analytic in a region

II ,

provided that we knOW'the sequence of values;

~'--------------------------------------------------~

of the funotion, and its suooessive derivatives at a given point

~

of that

From this we may conolude that a function analytic in a region 1/

region.

is known in that region if we know it in a region, however small, about a
point

cl

of

fI ,

or even if we know it at all points of an aro of a ourve,

however short, ending in the point 4..

We shall then say that the knowledge

of the numerioal terms of the sequenoe (4) determines-an @lement of the
function . tl~).

The result might be stated in the following mannera

tion analytic in a region
elements.

fI is

A func-

completely determined if we knoW' 8JlYof its

We can say further that two functions analytic in the same' region

cannot have a common element without being identioal;for if they had a oommon element it would be possible by using that common element to cover the
region by a process of analytic continuation and thus to obtain the same
elements of the same funotion throughout the region.
tion considered

118.8

Further, if the func-

not analytic throughout the whole of the region

fl,

then

we could employ the process of oontinuation as long as we were careful to

select the path

80

that it would not include any of the singular points of

the region; the above reasoning on the radius of the oirole

o~

convergence

would then apply and that radius would be the distanoe from the path L to
the nearest singular point.

By

80

choosing the path L it is .ossible, at

least theoretically,to continue the fUnction ~(~)so that the whole of the
analytic region fl is covered by these overlapping circles ot oonvergence.
From what has preoeded we can oonolude that it is possible to define
an analytic function as soon as we

mow

a single element of the tunction.

Let the region of existence of' t'(~be
8lld 01

f(~ be

the region
then

FIt.,

n in cODDllon.

Ilz. have
fl' t,(~):::{J.(~)

g, (}) and b'Ll,) are elements of a
R~'-:: b~(})

A' •
and

and

If in

I

tion, say n~) such that
and

a,

where

in

~2.

tunc-

f"(~):. h'(~l in

and

1/,

F\,

b,(3}=RJ)=f1(~1n

Moreover {,(~and bt.(~are called a.nalytic~continuants of one another

f(~)iS a.na.lytic in

fl,+Fiz.

We may also say that I"l.l})is the analytic ex-

tension into the region f1.a.-I1~f the analytic fun~tion b'(~)' which was given
as defined only in the region
L~

H,.

us now consider an infinite sequence of real or imaginary numbers

(5)
subject only to the condition that

converges for some value of

l'

which value differs from zero.

In supposing

that (6) oonverges for at lea.st, one value of } different from zero it fol-

eo whose radius K oannot be zero

lows that there is a oircle of convergenoe
since the argument is not equal to zero.

(If the re.dius ~ be infinite, then

the series is convergent for every value of
an integral function of the variable.)

~

and the function is said to be

If the radius ~ be finite and have a

value that is not zero, then the series (6) given above is an analytic fUnotion in the interior of the cirole of oonvergenoe

eo.

~--------------~------------------~
In the given series (6) we know only the sequence of the coefficients

'"

'-!

of the powers ot ) and cannot trom them make any direot statements regarding
the nature of the funotion outside the circle

Co.

We cannot say without in

vestigation whether it will be possible for us to add to the circle

C. an

adjoining region which with the original circle forms a oonneoted region
in ".'bich we have a funotion analytic in
terior ot

fJ and

identioa1 wi th t(~) in the in-

to.

In order to investigate this problem we shall make use of the method
previously developed:
and call this point

a.

Take in eoa point that is ditferent from the, origin
By means ot (6) and the series obtained from· it by

term-by-ter.m differentiation we can calculate an element of the function

-{l~) which

corresponds to the point

a. • and thus

we may form. the power ser-

ies

(7 )

~ f I (a.) + _ _ __ _ _.. + () - Q. i" .p l")o J (a.) + __ . ____ .. _ .
, b
l1!. 0

The preceding power series represents the funotion b(~)in the neighborh~od
of the point <l.; and the series (7) is certainly oonvergent in a cirole
about d as oenter with a radius equal at least to ~ -Ial but it may be oonvergent also in a larger oircle whose radius may not, however. exceed ~+\a.l.
It may so happen that the radius ot the oirole ot convergence of the
series (7) is always equal to but never exceeds
may be selected within the cirole

e..

R-(0.1, wherever the point

1"here would then exist no means ot

extending the funotion If(}) outside of',its original oirole ot oonvergenoe.
There does not exist therefore a funotion f(~lana1ytio in a region

A oontain

ing points exteriol;" to the cirole C.~ and lfhioh ooincides with the function

~.------------------------------------------------------.

eo. The circle
~d;ry of the funotion ffJ).

b(~)

inside the oircle

On
~

(\ is then said to be the natural
41

the other hand let us suppose that it is possible to form about

as a oenter a cirole of oonvergenoe for (7) suoh that the radius of that

circle is greater than'
convergence

CI 'WOuld

R-la/but

not greater than 'K1-lal.

This new oircle ot

then have part ot its region in cOllDllon with

part ot its region would extend outside

radius is not greater than

R-It.l.I,

and

eo. and thus we would have an anal-

ytio extension ot the funotion (l})into a new region.
illustrates the oases just enumerated.

Co.

The cirole

~

(The tollowing tigure
is the oircle !whose

whereas the radius ot (!, exoeeds

Rz-Ia.t.)

Prooeeding as we did in the tirst part of this paper. we are able to
seleot points upon some path ~in suoh a manner that the whole ot a region

~ in which the funotion is analytio oan.be inoluded in ciroles ot.oonvergeD e
It is olear tram what has preceded

that we might in general seleot the path

L

in a v.riety of ways in order to
.til

arriv3 at a given point

b.

It will be advisable for us to introduoe an im-

portant distinotion at this point.

Acoording to MaoRobert: Funotions of a

Complex Variable: p.208:
itA partioular point b oan be approaohed usually by different
oontinuations from the point a. J it is possible for the funotion to have different values at b. If the values are always
the same no matter hOW' we approach b, then the funotion is
said to be uniform; otherwise it is said to be multifor.m."~
We shall oonfine our remarks in the work that follows to funotions whioh are
uniform because the process of analytio oontinuation is reversible in the
case of suoh funotions.
At this point likewise it would be advisable for us to define in some
what general terms what we mean by a singular point.

We shall quote Zoretti

.trom his monograph: Le¥ons sur Ie Prolongement Analytique:

a

P.32: "Arrivons maintenant
la d&finition des points singuliers
de la fonction. Consid&rons un element que1conque de 1a fonotion,
P(~-«) , convergent dans 1e cercle C <et pas dans un cerc1e plus
grand). Prenons un point que100nque b sur 1a circonferenoe de C J
ou bien il existe une serie
b))
, ordonnee suivant les puissances de
prolongement de 1a premiere, ou bien 11 n'en exist.. auoune, dan '
le seoond oas, 1e pointb est un point singu1ier."
P.41: "On peut encore preoiser ainsi oette definition. Pour que
~ soit singul1er, i1 .taut at 11 suffit qu til existe un ohemin ~.t.t
tendant vers A seul et jouissant des proprietes suivantest 1° tout
point ~ de chemin est le centre d 'un element de fonotion, oes element
oonstituant dans leur ensemble une m&me branohe de fonction, o'esta-dire se prolongeant 1es uns 1es altres} 2 c 1e rayon de ho1omorphie
.It§'
de ohaque element est infiniment petit aveo la distanoe

(1-

,c.

Let us oonsider an element of the analJtio tanotion, a power series in(3-a.)
which we shall denote by f(~~)and let the cirole of oonvergenoe of this series be

c..

Seleot any point

b on the oircumference of C J if there exists

an ordered series following the powers of 'P(lb)whiohiS an analytic -continuation of

f<)-a.),

then ~ is not a singular point of the funotion; otherwise b

rr-------------------------------------------------------------------------,
1s said to be singular.

The radius ot the circle ot oonvergenoe ot a Taylor
41

series"" about a singular point is sero and thus a singular point presents an
obstacle to the process ot analytio continuation.
There is on the circumference at ever,y circle ot convergence at a
power series at least one singular point which singular poin~limits the
extent ot that circle.

(Goursat-Hedrick p.202; Zoretti p.SO; and others.)

(If' it so happens that the singular point is at infinity, we have what is
termed an integral function.)

This point is such that we oannot include it

in the circle ot oonvergence ot the Taylor Series (or else the serie,s could
not be said to be holomorphic inside that circle), nor oan we include,that
point in .the path L which we select to go trom one point inside ot
point exterior to

Co.

We may easily illustrate this by means ot an example

We shall consider the known function

1(1,.);-:-l-s this function permits

() d

of' the usual power series expansion in p.owers ot

b(~):: tt~t
ty).

eo to a

f+ ~~+-----.

+

f'+·· .. ·

I_~

a:
(1 a

,~\<,

complex quanti-

(There is only one suoh expansion according to the uniqueness theorem

which concerns expansions in a series ot powers --a
given variable.)

T~lor

Series -of' a

It it is desired to go trom the original circle ot conver-

gence whioh obviously has a radius at un! ty, to the point, say

+ '2. on

the

axis ot reals, we may, at oourse, choose any path we want and then test tc
see it the tunction can be continued along that path.

The most direct path

would apparently be to go along the axis at reals by the process as outlined
in the tirst part ot this paper until the point +t was included inane at
the oiroles. An inspeotion at the original function, however, will shOW'

~----------------------------------------------I
that the point

+,

is a

~ingular

point of' that function and hence will be an
41

lmpas/able barrier to continuation along the path f'irst selected.

We may,

however, select a path passing as near as desired to the point +1 but always
remaining a f'in! te di stance f'rom it J since

+,

is the only singular point of'

the function we may apply the process of' analytic oontinuation along any
path whioh does not include that point.

-

In attempting to prolong the func-

"I

\

- -

/

tion along a path whioh includes the point
ole whose radius is never greater than

+1, we

have an example of' a cir-

~-IQh if' we had seleoted, f'or i~

stanoe, the point - 2, we would. have an illustration of' a oircle of' convergenoe whose radius was

R+141.

The radii of all of' the ciroles of convergenc

oan easily be seen by inspection of the above f'igure.
In a similar manner we might have considered the funotion

q

which

has not only the point +1 , but also -I al a singular point; no paths f'or
analytio oontinuation may inolude either of' the above Singular points if' we
were to go beyond the original circle of' convergence.

All of theciroles of'

"

.,

convergence for the successive elements of the function found by the preced41

ing method pass through the nearer of the singular points.

Goursat proves

on page 205 of his text that in the case of ,multiform functions of such nature that we get different elements at a point

b by

following different

paths, there exists at least one singular point in the interior of the region which would be swept out by one of the paths.

We need not concern our-

selves with that work for we are interested ohiefly in uniform functions.
It may happen that there are infinitely many singular points on the
circle ot convergence.

Two cases would then present themselves:

infinity ot singularities are all on some finite length of

~of

eit~er

the

the<circle

of oonver.gence, or else they are distributed uniformly over the whole ot the
oircumference, so that in 8lJ1' portion of arc, however small, there are an
infinite number of them.

Each of the singularities presents a barrier to

analytio continuation, but in the case where they are all confined to a
finite part of the oircumference we oan continue the function outside its
original circle by ohoosing a path that does not include any of those singular points.

In the second case this cannot be done for in any portion of

the oircumferenoe, however small, there is an infinity of singularities
evenly distributed.

In this case the original cirole ot convergence is a

barrier beyond which the function cannot be oontinued, and it constitutes
what we have previously termed the natural boundary of the funotion.
The following are same of the definitions given by various authors on
the subject of natural boundaries:
Harkness and Morley: Introduction to the T.heorv of Analytic Functions
p.160, mention a oase of a given tuncti~ with a finite radius ot

..~-------------------~-------------------------.

.

oonvergenoe but on every are of whioh, however small, there is found·
an obstacle to analytio oontinuation. There is then no possilble oon~tinuation across this circle whioh constitutes what is ter.med the
Natural Boundary of the funotion.
Townsend: Funotions of a Complex Variable, p.258: "It is possible
in the process of analytio oontinuation to enoounter a olosed ourve
beyond whioh the funotion cannot be analytioally oontinued. In suob
a oase the ourve is oalled a natural boundary •••••• A portion of the
complex plane into which the function cannot be continued is ca.lled a
lacup'tY space."
Forsyth: Theory of Functions (2nd Edit.), p.l44: "If a function be
defined within the oontinuous region of a plane by an aggregate of
elements in· the form of power-series, which are oontinuations of one
another, and if the power-series oannot be continued across the boundary of that region, the aggregate of elements in the. region is a
complete representation of a single uniform monogenio function which
exists only tor values of the variable in that r e g i o n . '
'
"The boundary of the region of oontinuity of the function is, ~n the
latter case, oalled the natural limit of the function, as it is a
line beyond which the funotion oannot be continued."
Burkhardt-Rasor: Theory of Funotions of a Complex Variable. p.391:
itA closed line of singularities of the function is .8. natural boundaty
of the function."
For

8.

ourve to be a natural boundary it is not striotly essential

that it be closed, although the definitions given by same authors would at
first leave that impression.

The essential feature of a natural bound.ar.y is

that there be an unbroken sequenoe of singularities on the ourve, that is,
that any portion of arc, howsoever small, shall contain an infinite number
of singular points of the funotion.

This unbroken sequence of singularities

presents an impassable barrier for analytic oontinuation, and thus it is a
natural boundary.

If the ourve is not olosed, then theoretioally at least,

the area on the other side of the curve may be covered with a series ot
overlapping oiroles by so ohoosing a path l.that will pass around the line
of singularities.

If, on the other hand, the curve is closed and oontains

~--------------------------------~
an infinite number of singularities evenly distributed over its length,

'"

there \rould be no path that could be ohosen which would not contain at least
one singular point as a barrier to the prooess of continuation.
Let us suppose that

a

curve satisfying the above requirement, namely

that it oontains an infinite number of singularities upon any portion of it,
no matter how small, oontains some point ~ which appears not to be a singular point.

On

either side of ~ and within any finite distanoe from it, how-

soever small, there will be an infinite number of Singularities aooording
to the hypothesis made about the distribution of the singularities.

Henoe

the point ~ will be a limiting point of singularities, and henoe must i tself be

~

singular point.

Therefore on any aro of ourve whioh meets our

above reqmirement there will be no points other than singular points, and

we must have a natural boundary of the funotion inasmuoh as it is impossible
to oontinue the funotion over that portion of aro.
In his book, Funotions of a ComPlex Variable, Goursat disousses the
problem of building up a funotion with an arbitrary ourve
boundary.

L

as its natural

His disoussion is to be found on pages 210 et seq. of his text,

and in the matter whioh follows' his method of treatment will be more or less
adhered to.

We will oonsider a ourve

L,

olosed or not, with the restrio-

tion that it have a definite radius ot ourvature at each point; let us have
gi ven likewi se, a series of absolutely oonvergent terms ~ c..,..
we shall take a sequenoe of points
such that they are all on the ourve

at,

0.'" Q\, -- .. -- Q,i
,

L and

In addi tioD

, _._ - - - -

are distributed in suoh a manner

that on any finite arc of this ourve there will be an infinite number of

,,
suoh points.

.,

The series

"i

is oonvergent for every point ~ 0 not belonging to the ourve

Land represen

an analytio funotion in the neighborhood of that point.
If the ourve

L-is not olosed and does not have any double points,

then 'the series f(~represents an analytio funotion over the whole extent

L.

of the plane exoept for the points of the ourve
oonolude that the ourve

L

We are not yet able to

is a natural boundary of the funotion for we have

yet to show that analytio extension of F(~is not possible across any portion of the curve

L.

In order to show that it i8 not possible ana~ytlcal

ly to continue the function F<~ ac~ss the given ourve it is proven that the
cirole of. convergence of the power series representing f()) in the neighborhood of ~o oan never enclose an arc of the ourve
the arc may be.

L,

no matter how small

His proof is as follows:

e,

"Suppose that the oirole
with' the center ~., actually encloses
an aro ,(~ , and on the normal to this arc at 4 ... let us take the
point ...' so close to the point 0.. .. that the circle e~, desoribed
about tne point 9;.' as oenter with the radius r~'-f.iil, shall lie entirely in the inferior of C and not have any point in oommon with
the aro ,,~ other than the point li~ itself. By the theorem whiO'h
has just been demonstrated, the circle
i is the oircle of convergence for the power series which represents f(~) in the neighborhood
of the point
But this i8 in oontradiction to the general properties of power series, that the circle of convergence be smaller
than the circle with the oenter '1' whioh is tangent internally to
the circle e,."
Loo. cit. p.IIO.

e

1'.

If the curve

L is

closed then f())represents two distinot functions,

one of these funotions being defined for the interior of the region boun4ed
by

L and

the other for the exterior of the curve.

would have the curve

L

Both of these functions

for their natural boundary for that curve would rep-

resent an impassable barrier to analyti0 oontinuation of the !'unction.

.An

of suoh a fUnotion has been disoussed by Weierstrass and his fUno.
41

"i

tion is found in
other texts.

For~h:

Theory of Funotions, p.lS4, as well as in

"'''ftA~·~.

His funotion i. not of the exaot form as the one given a.bove

but it is interesting to note that it has the unit oirole as a natural boun·
dar,y for the

two parts of the fUnotion, one of which exists in the region

the plane exterior to that cirole and the other in the interior of that oirole.

The function oonsidered is

t(})

QO

= ~o

In an example whioh follows his general disoussion Goursat builds up
an arbitrary function having a straight line as a natural boundary. ' No
figure is given but one might be put in the following form:

His disoussion follows:
"Let Af> be a segment of a straight line, and 0(, {3. the oomplex quantities representing the extremities fI, 8. All the points ~"(,"H"'¥~t
where ~ and n are two positive integers varying from , to 00 , are
on" the segment flt}. and on a finite portion of this segment there
are always an infinite number of' points of that kind, sinoe the point
~. divides the segment fl6 in the ratio tn/tr • On the other hand,
let C."",n be the general term of an absolutely oonvergent double series. The double series

r~------------------------~
represents an analytio f"unotion having the segment fl Bfor a natural .
., boundary. We oan, in faot, transform this series into a sim~e series with a single index in an infinite number of ways. It is clear
that by adding several series of this kind it will be possible to
form an analytic funotion having the perimeter of any given polygon
as a natural boundary."
Loo. oit., p.211.
Thus it is possible to start out with an arbitrary line or ourve and
by means of a suitable calculation build up a funotion having that line as a
natural boundary.

Theoretioally, at least, this method has muoh to reoommen

it; we will, however, oenter our attention upon a more praotical oondition
that oan be placed upon the coeffioients of a power series.

This condition

will enable us to determine with very little caloulation whether a given
unit-oirole is the natural boundary of a funotion.
In the preoeding paragraphs we have oonsidered the method of analytio
oontinuation by means of power series; the importanoe of that method is limited only by the difficulties and the labor of applying it.

It is of unlim-

ited theoretioal importanoe but in aotual praotioe it is frequently replaoed
by some method easier of applioation and involving less labor.

These other

methods are not so valuable in theoretioal disoussions but they are of more
praotioal importanoe in applioation. We shall now consider a method introduced by Schwarz which makes use of the prinoiple of symmetry.

(In the dis-

oussion whioh follows we have depended almost entirely upon the presentation
of Schwarz's method by Townsend: Funotions of a Complex Variable. p.252 et
seq.)
Let us oonsider a uniform function ~I\))which is holomorphio in a region

S,

lying in the upper halt-plane and having a segment

Af> of

the axis

of reals as a part of' its boundary.

We shall allow

•

x

01 118 along

any path that lies entirely in

5,

~

to approaoh any point

4
J then ¢d,.)approaohes a

q,,(x). Now t/J,(x)1s a oontinuous funotion of "1. because·

definite real value

it satisfies the usual oonditions of' continuity, namely 1st that it is defined at the point

~,

2nd that it has a unique limit as the variable ap-

proaohes 'X , and 3rd the T8.lue of the lim! t i s equal to the value of the
funotion at the point
Let

~.

J be the image of 1

in the axis o~ reals.

The assemblage of'

the ~ points constitutes a region Sz whioh is symmetrioal to the re!gion S,
with respeot to

RB, the

real axis.

A$sooiate with each value of ~ a, funo-

tional va.lue whioh is the oonjugate imaginary of' cJ>.(~).

The assemblage of

these values defines a function ~~(~) whioh funotion is holamorphio in S~
and oonverges to the real values

4>,. tX};f,(l}along

the axis of' reals.

,

(Of'. Fi-

gure 6)

In the oontinuous region $,4- $2. and the pOints along the axis of reals between the points

fI

and

B,

the funotions satisfy the following oond! tiolu

Theorem II. Gi ven two funotions 4>.(l) q. ~a.(l)whioh are holomorphio
respectively in the adjaoent regions $.", Szhaving an arc C. of' an
ordinary ourve as that portion of' their boundaries oommon to the two.
The neoessar,y and suf'f'ioient c~dition that each of these £'Unotions
is an analytio oontinuation of' the other is that they oonverge unif'ormly to equal values on
(1!!!!. p. 250 )

c..

, v

118

say that CP1.(~ is an analytic continuation ot </>, (~) •

~

Each ot the functions ~,(~ ... ~(~re then elements ot some f'unction
i(~) which is ho1omorphic in the region

partial regions
ments

S, cf Sit.

4>«(,}, ~,.{~10ng

S which consists of' the sum of' the

Moreover, f(~) takes the common values of' the ele-

the axis of' rea1s between

II

and

B.

This method

presents obvious advantages trom the standpoint ot ease ot application tor
all that is necessary to ettect an analytic continuation is to retlect the
given region upon the X-axis, and then associate with the retlected region
a function which is the conjuga.te imaginary function of' ¢f(~).
It is possible to generalize the particular tor.m ot the expansion as
given betore by means ot the to1lowing method:
portion

118

may let the points of' the

fl60t the real axis correspond to the points ot a regular arc C

ot an analytic curve.a, To any point

to ot It's there

corresponds a. point

~,,:: ()CD, ~D) ot C. , and since the two functions by which
analytio, namely

(t - t.).

'X~ y'(t)

I

~= 1'7.(t)

can express C a.re

may expand each in powers ot

The resulting series converge for all values of the variable w:1thin

their circles of' conTergence, and hence
values to

, 118

118

t.

118

may give complex as well as real

The letter <T' may be used to denote these real and complex

values:

which is holomorphic and which has a derivative dif'f'erent f'rom zero tor all
points of' R~with the exception possibly ot the end points.

1:: ,,('l") 1s then def'ined tor a

S ot the C'( -plane which consists ot
regions Sf and St.lying symmetrically with

region

inner points of ~6 and certain

The function

respect to fI B •

.. S' which

a region

,

and

s.:

The region

S

oan then be said to have corresponding to it

region oonsists ot the points ot

lying on either side ot

C and ot

'"

the regions

4>(i)
region S

C , in which the inverse function

is uniquely determined and holomorphic.

We may so restrict the

S,'

-T::

that the function ~= Y('i)and its inverse function --(" q(}hoa, the regions

S

S' upon each other.

(ct. Figure 7)

I

'P>'

B

To any oonjugate oomplex points
and

S'l.

-r;

and

::r,

lying respeoti vely in

we have two assooiated oorresponding points ~. and

S,

1. lying in S; and

I

S'l. and conversely. It is to be noted that the partioular values ot , thus
associated depend upon the torm ot the curve
parametric equations ot the ourve.

C.

and not upon the torm ot the

We might replace

t

in the preoeding

ametrio -equations by any other analytio f'unotion ot a real variable, say fl •
If' then, we permi t

~

to take oomplex 'Values, oonjugate complex points in

'T' -plane oorrespond to conjuga.te oomplex points in the fL -plane, and thus
we get the swme corresponding values ot }.

" Of the two } -points oorresponding to conjugate complex ValullS of a
parameter '1' , either may be said to be a reflection or image of the other
'With respect to the curve

~

f't

\...

Since the regions

S', and Sz. consist
I

of these

points, then we may say that the ragion S~iS a reflection of the region
I

S, with respect to the curve

c.

This definition of reflection in a curve may be used to extend the

,

idea of "analytio continuation by refleotion in the real axis".

S~

be two adjacent regions such that

to the regular arc
'X::1jr.(t), 'r~ 'Y~{t)

S;

C

the refleotion of

CS; with

re

of an analytic ourve with parametrio eqUations.

; and also given cf1(~)whiOh is a function holomorphio in

and defined for values of

are approached by

S:is

Let £),and

1 along the aro

a~ path lying wholly in

the neoessary and sufficient condition that
flection with respeot to the aro

S:.

of the ourve

C.

whioh values

The following theorem giTes

<b,(~) may be continued by re-

C:

"The neoessary and sufficient oondition that cf,,(~) may be analytioal
oontinued by refleotion with respeot to the regular aro C of an
ytio curve forming a portion of the boundary of the region for whioh
~, (')) is defined is that ¢>'(lJ oonverges uniformly to real values'
along C ."
Townsend. p.255.
We may now apply this method of analytic continuation to a .funotion
which is given as defined inside of the region
circles

S formed

C. I C1.) C~ outting a oirole C at right angles:

by three arcs of

Let

4>.(}) be an element of the funotion t{}) and we shall suppose that 4;'{,)

satisfies the oonditions laid down in the above theorem (cf. Figure 8).

c..,;

We shall start the reflection ·using any arc, say
having o~tained the region

S, into

having done

tM~

and

which <I>,(~)iS oontinued analytically, let

us oontinue this process with an aro of the obtained region, say

C~.

If we

oontinue this process indefinitely it is possible to enlarge the region

S

originally given so as to include in the limit the entire region bounded by

c.
Let us continue this process indefinitely in an effort to oontinue

4>'(1) outside

of the originally given circle

not possible.

Hence we say that the circle

C.
C

It is seen that this is

is a natural boundary of the

function t(~) , which function is obtained by performing the prooess of reflecting the element t/>,{,)and its continuants an in.fini te number of times
until the whole of the interior of the circle
of the function

t{~).

The circle

C

is covered with the element

C constitutes

a natural bOundary of b(~).

because no matter how many times the process of refleotion is perfor.med, it
is impossible to get over the oircumferenoe ot

C.

r __----------------------------------------------------------~
If the method of Sohwarz be used in analytioally oontinuing

~e

given

~

element of a ohosen funotion we see that the natural boundary is easy to
reoognize. provided that one exists.

It would be the ourve. olosed or not.

over Whioh it is impossible to pass. no matter how many times the process
of refleotion is performed. lath this treatment of Sohwarz's method we conelude our exposition of Analytio Continuation.

Section II
Baving considered the matter of analytic continuation and the subject
of natural boundaries in a

~at

general waYI we are now in a position to

give a theorem of Borel's which lays down a sufficiency condition to be satisfied by the exponents of a given power series in order that that power
series may have the unit-cirole as its natural boundary.

After we have giv-

en his theorem we shall apply its results to the solution of several problems and also to a determination of the natural boundary of the THETA FUNCTIONS.

.

The following is the theorem of Monsieur Borel . which was published

,

,

in Liouville's Journal de Mathematigues Pures et Appliguees for 1896:

,

"Sur les series de Taylor admettant leur cerole de oonvergence comme

,

ocupure: par M. Emile Borel.

,
,
,
,
"Etant donne une serie de Taylorl il est interessant de sav01r s1 elle
peut ~tre prolong~e en quelque maniere au del. de son oercle de convergence
,
ou si ce cerole est une coupure; a cette question peut se ramener la suivant
non moins importante: une fonction de variable reele donnee par son developpement en serie trigonom$trique est-elle ou non analytique?

II est bien

,

olair que ces questions sont de la nature de oelles dont on ne peut esperer
une solution campl~te, c'est-a-dire permettant stirement de tra1ter un cas

,

.

part1culier quelconque: tout ce que l'on peut esperer. c'est l d'une part •
transformer 1a condition necessaire et auffisante qu '.1 est aise d'enoncer
et lui donner une forme plue immediatament applicable -- il ne faut pas 8e
diss1muler cependant qu'une telle transformation analytique 1ai8se subsister

.,
.'"
entieres
l8s diff1cultes
inherentes a chaque cas --;

d'autr~

part. indiquer

r~~----------~--------------~
,

I

I

des regles precise8 donnant le8 oonditions, soit neoessaires, soit suffisante/, mais ne s 'appl1quant Ohaoune qu,~ des cas partioul1ers.

Je me pro-

,

pose indiquer ioi une de oes transformations et une de ces regles.

Je ferai

usage, pour y parvenir, de la theorie des series divergentes sommab1es, que

,

I,

'"

j'ai recemment developpee dans ce mame Journal; en employant les expressions
I

'

I

,

que j 'ai introduites dans cette theorie, on a 1 'enonce tres simple que void
I

Pour qu'une serie de Taylor n'admettre pas son cerc1e de convergence comme

,

ooupure. i1 est necessaire et Buffisant qu'e11e soit sgmmable en guelgue

,

.

re~lon

'
exterieure
a" ce oerole.

"De oette proposition genera1e, j 'ai deduit comme appl1cation~ Ie
I

th~or~me partioulier suivant:

dans 1aguelle lea exposants
oients

La serie

C" sont des entiers oroissants et les coeffi-

an des nombres QUelconques. admet son oerole de convergence

C0l!!lll8

ooupure s i 1e rappo rt C,,-+-. - C" est , a\ part·lr d' un cert a i n rang, supe'ri eur

a un nombre fixe

vr;

-

B.
•••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••

(Several pages of Borel's article have heen omitted
because the.y do not appertain to the matter of this
thesis. The.y were intended to show that frequently
a series permits of analytio oontinuation beyond the
original circle of convergence, material which was
covered in the first part of this thesis.)
•••••••••••••••••••••

"Nous nous contenterons pour Ie moment de ces remarques sur les
I

I

,

I

points singuliers en general et nous bor.nerons a etudier un cas simple dans
lequel on peut affirmer que Ie oercle de convergence est une coupure.

r

II
I
'
"Considerons d'abord, pear plus nettete,
180 serie
bien oonnue
..,

I+~+)

.,

+~

).):a.

+~

+ .........

+

La fonotion entiere est ioi
"L

a..~

Ilk la) -:-. I + ~ + ~ + ... __ . .
(l

..

"

+

eL

I

~

")

+---

In~

l'

Nous allons montrer que, quel que soi t l' argument de
Passe

"-

I

s1 son module de-

l'unit~, on ne saurait savoir..("';"" e-If. 'h(t)==ll. D~signons par ~ le
jil .. 0-

I

~,

module de

.

suppose plus grande que gn; nous verrons que l'on peut donner

,

~,

a ! une serie de valeurs

e-

queUes

a

re~lles

,

,

augmentant indefiniment at pour ohaoune des-

2«(a} est superieure ~ un nambre fixe.

Posons, en effet, a(\.=

11

'&-

"Le terme de 1A (~) qui a Ie plus grands module, est evidemment alors
....
(" :1) Jr 'CllO ~
et son module est
•
\'V\"2~

."

\ 'n~

Nous allons, en retranohant de oe module les modules de tous les autres
termes, obtenir une limite inf~rieure du module de

~(a).

Nous oonsidererons

suooessivement les termes quile prto~dent et oeux qui le suivent et nou,
utiliserons 180 formule d'approximation

,

If

=

ff e -P

, oe qui est

Yz-rrp

U-.

pest assez grand, oe que nOUB pouvons supposer.

legitime 10rsque

"Prenons d'abord Ie terme de plus grand module et negligeons partout
Ie faoteur

,

~2lr; nous obtiendrons pour sa valeur approohee
I

maintenant r(net oonsiderons Ie terme

(n~) y.....
~

_

~

,.,'"

--:;- e.

Supposon

"

En negligeant toujours

Ie faoteur fi~, nous aurons Ie valeur approohee

(,()

t (~)ZP e p~
a.

•

"On voit aisement que les termes pour lesquels
...

port a

I

n sont negligeables. Par exemple, les

Itl~

r est petit par rap-

termes pour lesquels

(~

r __--------------~------------------------_,
I

n

,

P:::"2 et. par suite.

sont inferieurs a eelui quton obt1ent en fai sant
leur

s~mme

d~S que

,

,

inferieure a

~

n"(~)
~

n est un peu grand.

.,

~

expression bien plus petite que

S1 nous supposons

r

compris entre

-i-

e

hl.

et h.

nOUS aurons

~ ~ = ~ (\+~)
at par suite

~f) 1f~
La

~

e

valeur approoh~e
I

,,"

- e. e

-

f

.

. ..

.

(1.,-1')'" +

(~) deviant. par suite,
Z

(n-p) ~ -+- UJt-p )s _
''P

1( .. -p

)"

-+ . . . . • . . • .

'+ra-

, c'est-~-dire

et. en supposant

~n

r (11-,.)

. .... ....

f) ~ , elle est infe'rieure ~

A.
'
ealoul analogue donnerait le mame
resultat
en supposant

~>tr

;

noue en ooncluons que 1e module de "k(d} pour 41l:: .,1. est sup;rieur au produit

....

de

e"

par l'expression suivante

-,

-I
- 'I
\ -e -ff!
+ e-~
(

'Y\

\\-1-

\\-1

h-~

et i1 est manifeste que, pour

,

eure a

n

assez grand, cette expression est

-L
Ion

~

•

,

I

super~-

...

est superieur a un; done

•
et cette expression peut evidemment
devenir aussi grande que l'on vcut, quel
que voisin que soit

~

,

de l'unite.

,
, ,
"Nous en oonoluons quela serie consideree n'est sommable en aucun
,

,

point exterieur a son oercle de oonvergence et admet par suite ce cerele
oomma ooupura.

'
Ce resultat partieulier surait pu J'\etre etabli
de bien d'au-

tres mani~res; mais 1a d~onstration que nous avons donn~efeut visiblement
A'

atre etendue ,a des ' fonetions bien plui

" 1es.

g~era

C
·'
ons~derons d'abord la

fonotion

~ 4>(~) = I+}
at supposons

C lI+ I

<,

Cn

-

{~

~1 '+~
3

)

v-c::

(,

J

+

+

~

~ ..

-+ - •

.tL
'
t rato10n
la meme
demons

'.
reU8s~ra

a for-

~ori puisque les termes qui preoederont ou suivr~nt le ter.me d'exposant Cn

dans

1Al~)

,
1a serie

seront, pour
. d'
, en
eree

oons~

1a fonction

~(~)

an.:. Ch ,
.

pre~er

plus petits que les ter.mes analogues dans

li eu, pour

on a

1~e11e

son cerole de convergence comme

admettra, par suite,

coupure.

C" .. ,

"Supposons maintenant que 1 'on ait

-

>

Ch

,r.:C
kI V(."

K C:tant un nombre entier queloonque, et posons ~::;.

d'l.....

~ l~) = !(~) =L=. ~ 'k~CIr

'-tr=ql\.c.,

"On aura d'ailleurs

"La fonction

y(~)

==

L dc~

C'tr +,--

rt'

en posant

C: -:; 'tk ... (C .... ,-C ..)

admet, par suite,

Nous aui-ons
...

if'k

~

) 3 Yc~

Son cerole de oonvergence

ooupure; il en est ~videmment de mame de la fonotion

COllJlJU

~(}) aous la seule

oondition

,

etant un nombre positif queloonque.

,

,

f
D
(l)= L. g."

"Considerons maintenant la serie

c.

) \'\ les

a..,

,

etant

des nombres queloonques tels que le rayon de convergenoe soit egal k l'unite
nous supposons de plus
a1 t

C

11~'

- C..t, )

t fC:" ).

Ch H

sait que, ou bien la suite
a pour limite
~

~,

C11 ') 3

rc:

(i1 suf'frai t e'videmment que I' on
,
"
,
18 rayon de convergence etant egal a l'unite, on
-

\~

l

J ••.••• -

-

\~I,··-··-··
,

)

ou bien elle tend vera plusieurs limites differentes, et

est la plus grande de ces limites.

Dans tous les oas, on peut trouver

dans cette suite une suite partielle ayant pour limite

~

(Cf. Hadamard -

I .
'
Essai sur l'etude
des fonot~ons, etc., Journal de Mathematigues,
1892, p.

,

I

106); il suf'f'ira de reoommenoer preoedents, mais en prenant seule.ment pour

The only restriction we need make on the quantity

b is that it

sat-

isfy the following inequalit.y:

't' ( 1

If this is not the case, then the series given above are not convergent series and henoe do not define functions.
cessary that

'6

11'l-

~

0 as

For a series to converge it is ne,fk-.
h"L
n~Oo i.e. that n-=:,cw
= o. If

6

then the necessary condition for the oonvergence of infinite series is not
met.

Therefore the point

+'

is a singular point of the function if

6':. , .

Hence we may say that the unit circle is the circle of oonvergenoe for the
n"1.
(11 .. -i)'l.
funotions. (What applied to
will a fortiori apply to

e

b

b

The faot that the unit oirole is the oircle of convergenoe of

.)

th~

functions is, however, not a proof that that same oirole is a natural boun-

dary for them, or that they cannot be oontinued by a prooess of analytic
oontinuation beyond the unit circle.

In order to establish this tact we

shall restate Borel's theorem and then apply it to each of the funotions individuallyt
"The series

~

L-

a h 1:.C~

integers and the ooefficients

in whioh the exponents

C..

are inoreasing

a" are any numbers~admits

its oircle of con

vergence as a natural boundary if the relationship C11,+. - C.,

rc;;-

the· exception of a certain range, superior to' a fixed number

is, with

k."

,

r

We may apply this same theorem of Borel's to a series that

, ,

h~

been

tI

considered by Lerch in a short article which appeared in Acta Mathematica
11.

x, pp. 87-88.~ The series considered is of the form

f( -v'A.) -- ~
L-

a

'1r hi..

h 1\

/7 =-0

=

a

.

0

If'

In.

+ ti,:;r m +- ti"
I

..

X

'"
L.

r

in which the exponents /PI., are such that each term is a divisor of all the
following terms.

a., may be

The coefficients

real or complex rn.unbers, such

that their real parts form a divergent series; the essential condition is
that the above series be convergent.

f (-X)

that as

x~ I

J

It is apparent from an inspection of

'(x)~ 0<>.

Therefore the point

+'

is a singu-

lar point and hence the unit circle is the circle of convergence.
Let us. first examine the general case in light of Borel's theorem:

c.'(;!" _

(I~
1.-,-.

~

In'

tit'

- In

It.

( m"

Since the coefficients satisfy the requirements of Borel's theorem, the unit
circle is the natural boundary of the function.
In particular we mi8ht consider two series whose exponents are such
that they satisfy the requirement that each one be
ceeding ones:

a divisor of all the suo-

." r

1,>1

11. ex)

a,.,

x

,.,!

The unit circle is obviously the circle of convergence.

Applying Borel's

theorem:
In the case of "(x):

o(~ bt'l-t-' -b" ~/~ 4>"'·b-1:/
(7;h
"fT7

1

t1

~ C>O

=/~
In the case of

b "Iz.(h-I) ~VO

::::

')

(b-lj
of~ I:'rp;-

~

k

r~(x):

Hence each of the above series has the unit cir.cle as a natural boundary.
A particular case of the series 1, (.~,) is the series in which the value of the constant

b

is equal to 2.

This series is considered by Curtiss I

Analytic Functions of a Oomplex Variable, p.155, and by Whittaker 'and Watson:

Modern Analysis, p. 98.

The methods of proof used by the two authors are
41

~

essentially the same, so I have appended only one of them, that of Whi tta-

ke~ Given the series:

Applying Borel's theorem to the aeries we have the following results wnich
"Ifery simply demonstrate that the unit circle is the natural boundary of the
function (it is apparent from a consideration of the series and of the immediately preceding footnote that the unit circle is the circle of convergence
of the function):

)k
Since the ratio is greater than any preassigned arbitrary positive oonstant.
the oonolusion follows that the unit oircle is the natural boundary of the
funotion~·

We might now oonsider a somewhat general type of power series whioh
is of the following form:

J(~) -:. ~\'\-o n

D ()

~ ~h

The ooefficients

a..,

<:2,. 'l1

0

e __

a

D

+

a., ~(,){ -4- at

(2)(

~

+. - . -

+ a.t!

(It)t'

~

+ .... - .

may be any numbers whatever. subject only to the condi-

tion that the above series oonverge; we shall determine what oonditions must
be placed upon the positive exponent

~

so that the above series shall have

the unit cirole for its natural boundar,y.

It is apparent from a considera-

tion ot (C')) that it oan be convergent. in general. only for values of

d

less than unit.yJ the unit cirole would then be the oircle of oonvergence ot
the tunction and the point

+I

a singular point of the funotion.

Applying

Borel's ratio:

r.

\\1+1

)'

tI c
C
C!-I
C(C-I}
c:- z.
- t7 ~ tI -+- C t1 ~ ~ h + ..... .

+

cCc-,) ... , {(-It +1) c- n.+
\"--1
h

I

+ -- - -- -- .

-

tl

c::

(tiC
C-I-'IZ.

== C.

n

1. _I

- en"

+

<:;.: - ~
~

c (c -,j

u.. n

,.-'-

., f

c:.

if

We see that if the power to whioh

t\

<:

<2
~'2..

is to be raised is equal to or grea'ter

than 2 the series will have its circle of oonvergenoe as a natural boundary.
In partioular if

C::/

I

4Hd

Q.

~ fl.: A~

we will have the expansion whioh has the form

and whioh we considered earlier in this work.

= " . :: a. n :

"

..

=I

I(~):= ~ : ~ "<.h
D d
I-l
h=<o
0
,
Applying Borel's theorem

see that the ooefficients do not meet the sufficienoy condition that

we

z:. ~

has the unit cirole as its natural boundary. a result which is in accord
with other work since it is possible to oontinue the original element outside its oirole of convergenoez

h

-+

~

.,
+ - - - - _411

(h+O -n
- ' - =0

is

~

~

)k

Thus it is again olear that the unit oircle is not the natural boundary of
the funotion.
If we ma.ke

a

0

= 4, ~ a~ -=

- - -

"'a. .. ... _- - _ = I

and

<:::

Z

we have the function that 1s oonsidered b,y Borel in the first part of his
theorem and whioh is very similar to two of the THETA FUNCTIONS with zero
argument.

The obtained series would likewise be similar to the series oon-

sidered by Fredholm in Comptes Rendus Mar. 1890, pp. 627-29, and again in
Acta

Mathematioa xv, p. 279, in whioh

e= t

,a./

L,.,el

.,

l.e.

+&l

~

~

<I

'-

+-----

The oircle of convergenoe is obviously the unit-oircle.

2.h+-/
--::.

h

Henoe we may conolude that the unit oircle is likewise the natural boundaryof the funotion.
This same result was obtained by Fredholm in an entirely different
mannerlL

In virtue of the preoeding general example on page 32, oonoerning
we oan

~

b"

4tl

~th

little diffioulty solve a problem proposed in Forsyth: Theory

of FUllotions, p.163:
"Prove that the funotion ~(x.) = ~

i"

circle of radius unity and oentre at origin."

~n

X

exists only wi thin a

(Poincare)

The above series. is convergent for all posi ti ve values of
unity, and as

•

1<.

less than

Hence the point 'X -== +1 is a

singular point of the funotion; the unit circle is therefore the circle of
convergence.

Applying Borel's ratio:

The unit circle is therefore not only the oircle of oonvergenoe, but it is
likewise a natural boundary of the above funotion.
As a final applioation of the results of this theorem we may use it
in solving several of th~problems found in BrOlUwich: Theory of Infinite
Series: pp.50l-2:

....
79. Prove z: Y.. has a singularity on every arc of the uni t-oircle.
however small; and that the funotion oannot be continued beyond
that oirole.
n

4"

,

80. Shew that the functions z:."X. ~ ~ x.'" (2. TTi b/l?> I)
tend to 00
as '1.. approaohes the points
(ZTT< 1,/4)
) e
.
respectively along the radii. Deduoe that these funotions cannot be
oontinued along the radii.

e

82.

Assuming Borel's theorem (Example 83) prove that the funotion
pt1An~
(0 <,,< I
cannot be contihued beyond the unit circle although <P(x) J d>'(x} '.
all converge absolutely for every point on the oircumferenoe.'
(Fredholm. )

<PC-X) -= z:

84. Prove by means of example 83 (i.e. Borel's Theorem) that the
funotion I(X) -=
tl-'f
\1"1-

D

r

h"

A

has the unit circle as a natural boundary.

"

It will be noticed that these problems arc but specifio types of the
more general examples which were considered on the immediately preoeding
pages.

It was found that Borel's theorem was applioable to each of them

and we showed that the unit circle was the natural boundary of the functions
oonsidered.

Examples 79 6 82 and 84 are all of the same general type and can

be handled as one since little emphasiS is placed upon the coefficients as
lone; as they are such that the series oonverges when

X.

is less than unity.

The theorem we have just considered permits of wide applications.
,

general types of which we have already indicated.
cations could be made to suggested problems but it
covered in the general matter of the theorem.

THE END

Further individual appliis felt that they are

-FOOT1'WTES

h A function t(~) of a complex variable is said to be analjr:'ic in a
connected region 11 of the plane if it satisfies the following condit~ns:
... a) To every point ~ of fI there corresponds a definite value of /t,).
b) tl~) is a contirruous function of ~ when the point ~ varies i~ .
f1 I that is when the absol'lte value of t(~+h) -t(~} approaches
zero with the absolute value of h.
c) At every point ~ of fI'll~) has a uniquely determined derivative
r(}} ; that is, to ever point ~ corresponds a complex number
()J such that the absolute value of the difference

b'

t(}+h)h- {(3J

_II(~)

approaches zero when Ihl approaches zero. Given any positive rrumber t:, another positive number It can be found such that

d)

'~(~+h)-!(~) - hr(:~)J~ l: Ihl

if I hl is less than E..
The tern holomornhic likewise is used in the same sense as above.
Goursat-Hedrick: Functions of a Oomnlex Variable, p.ll

~

Proof that we need but a finite number of operations:
1"~"J ~~J-- ••• ' in such a way that the distance
between Pl'W two consecutive points shall be greater than :1/"1.. On the other
hand let
be the length of the path L. The length of the broken line
«~, j~ l~ - - - .. Jp-t ~p is always less than S ; hence we have p ~a +/1r (oS •
Let fbe an l.nteger sach that (% +-1)1,
S. The preceding inequality shows
that after
operations, at most, vie shall come upon a point ~ p of the path
L whose distance from the point b \'ill be less than &; the point bwill
be in the interior o~he circle of convergence Cp of the power series which
represents the function f{~) in the neighborhood of '3f> and it \'i11 suffice
to replace ) by b in ti;is series in order to have t.{b). In the same way
all the derivatives P'{b} I"(h) - - - -..
can be calcu'iated."
,
o )0 )
Goursat-Hedrick, p. 197
"71e can abays choose the points

.s

r

>

b'

~ An analytic function is defined by an aggregate of series composed of
a primary series and its continuations; the separate series are called
elements and the primary series the primary element.
Harkness-Morley, p. 154

h I f t1) were convergent in a circle of radius R"',Q.j+S I the series (,,)
then be convergent in a circle of radius ~+S about the origin as

w~~ld

C)

center, which is contrary to the hypothesis that
the radius was said to be R.

~e

1

made orieinally in which

.;

III

~ This usage is in keeping with that of Zoretti:
Leyons sur Ie Prolon~ement Analytique, p. 32:
"Ou bien la valeur de fonction en chacun des points de son domaine d'existencesera toujours la m~me quelque soit Ie chemin suivi pout atteindre ce
point; en d'autres termes, la fonction n'aura qu'une valeur en chaque point;
on dira qu'elle est uniforme. Ou bien il existe au moins un point pour
lequel la fonction n'a pas la m~me valeur suivant Ie chemin qui aboutit en
ce point; elle est multiforme. Ce dernier cas se subdivise encore en deux:
ou bien Ie nombre des valeura de la fonction en chaque point est borne, ou
bien i l ne l'est pas. 1I

~

"An essential singularity may be contrasted with an ordinary singularity as follows: If the reciprocal of the function has a point for an ordinary point, this point is a pole, that is this point is a zero for the reciprocal of the original function; but when the value of the reciprocal of
the function is not determinate at the point, then the point is an essential
singularity of the function.
"An essential singularity is a point in whose neighborhood the function
lIcomes arbitrarily near to an arbitrary value an infinite number of times. 1I
Bury~ardt-Rasor: Theory of Functions of a Complex
Variable p. ;80

. ~ "If the coefficients of a power series La -lare all positive, (at
any rate after a certain stage), the series has: singular point at the
point x= R , if ~ is the radius of the circle of convergence.
liThe follo\'Ting proof is due to Landau:
(X-II.)"
"Suppose, if possible, that (for 0<. fL <R) the series C.,(Il) --;r-has a larger
radius of convergence than K-1l; ,7e can choose a real number f{) R), such that
the last series converges for1f= f. Now this series (as in Art. 85) can be
arranged as a double series which ·contains only positive terms; it will
therefore remain convergent when summed as L. a 17 [ 11. + (f-n)]"
That is, 2:'Q"t"\,,/,i11 converge for x-:.f, contrary to the original hypothesis;
and 80 ~:.~ must be singular point.
Bromwich: Infinite Series p.253

z:.

,..,

~ By an analytic cU1~e is meant one whoso parametric equations are of
the form
X lr.(#'d~1~ere the functions are real analytic functioas of
the re1tl variable t
An arc of such a curve would be regular if we added
the condition that the derivatives lr,ct), v..'(t) are not simultaneously zero;

=

tha tis if

[ V.'(t~ "L +

[

J

-w;.'(-t}

l...

t R <. t <1:B

=1= 0

Townsend,p.253

.2.:. In order to obtain e:t'lt) , it will be advantageous to use the infinite
product definition of that Theta Function; the reader may find the work in
Pierpont, p.431.

10. Any ~1Umbers whatever subject only to the condition that the above
series be convergent.

"Un Th~oreme de la Th~orie des S:ries"
Extrait d'une lettre addressee ~ i'. t:ittag-Leffler
par M. Lerch It Vinohrady.
"Soit donn~e una serie de nomcres entiers positifs
mOl"",] tn~,""'''')' .... 'dont chaque terme est un diviseur de tous les suivants, et soient
, C.. } C, J

C;, '"

C 1..}

. _.

0

•

0

__

des quantities complexes ddnt les parties reeles sont ros?ectivement
~ "/

(" K~ I K3

• -

-

•

-

-

-

-

et qui sont sup'posees pos'i tives et telles que la serio
Alore dans to'J.S les cas ou la serie

Z:::r.. soit

divergente.

00

P(x)

===

L

C yo

J( my-

(":0

sera convergente pour chn.que valeur de ')( moindre en valeur absolue que
I 'unite:, elle definira une f'onction de la variable ?C n'existant qu'~
l'interieur du fondar.1entGl cercle fx'~'
Oar en posant

0(

'X=::

e

-rr.

Z4l

-

'".

0)

+cl.t

1,
\

ou

~

eat un nombre entier
".:.S-I

<II

r(X) =

L

C yo

'/"-=-o

I

et~

I

une quantitie reele et positive on a~a
2a", __
.
e>o
-..c.1T ft1

e -;;;;

1T<. -

.,( 1T n,

~

+t=Cv-e.
r= S

r

Or In sJrie ~l~Jtant divergente et se composant de termes positifs i1 est
aise de voir que

d';'"

,

0(.=0

d'ou lIon a aussi

tl ~
,

1.:=0

t '(
!/"-:.S

~

~

C

LV"" !o

et par consequent

e-.L1r

rn ...

+

.

,(".;,. f (-rr
e

Dc>

-.(iTtr\r

reo<>
. (toll
.)
c.

~ + tI"

)

_

-

A=O

e><:)

Done 10. fonction '('(1() crott indefiniment quand ~ s' approche d tune certaine
mani~re des quantities de 10. forme
!.~s'lti.

e

,

,

qui se presentent dans chaque partie de la circonference Ix'~'. Par cons~quentJ cette ligne-ci est une 1igne Binguliere de In fonction f(x). »
Acta I,;ather-:ntica x, pp .87-88. 1887

12. On a function to which the process 0:' analytic continuation co.nnot
be applied outside oi' the unit circle:
nGiven the funjtion
"
b(~)-=' ,+~-a.+~1+~8+,1".j. ...... -t- ~2+ . . . . . . .
'\Thich converges in t~e interior of the unit. circle vli th the center as the
origin since i t is clear that as
1-0 I t{,~c>o and therefore +1 is a
singularity of ~V.
But b(~) =~()1)
and if Y-"TI-O J
(~}.)~-+'I>O
and:;o
f(~)~1><>
Therefore the poin
for which
I are s~ngular; the point -/ is therefore
a sinf,'Ular point of the function also.
Similarly since t(}) 0=
+ t(~<I)
we see that if· ~<I= ( , then ~ is a singular point of t(~) j and in general
any root of the folloi'Jing equations
~ ... -;= ( ) ~ 'l~ (, ~s ~ (, ~"", I, .. __ -. j"" = I, __ - . .. ..
is a singularity of !(~). But all these points lie on the circle I}I ==/
and. on any are, howe./ler small there are an infinity of them. Any attempt to
continue the function beyond the unit circle will therefore be frustrated by
the existence of' an unbroken line of sin£}llarities, beyond '.7hich it is
impossible to pass.
In such a case
cannot be continued to o.ny point outside the circle
I}I=/
j such a function is a lacunary function, AND THE UNIT circle is the
limiting circle of the function. 1I
Whi ttaker and ','Iateon, p. 98.

d-+

r

f-:.

f+}"

be})

..."

.l2.!.

The above discussion is also verified in some work given by Zoretti:
lI:Sxaminons rapidernent ces exemples devenufJ elassiques. Le prerrr'fcr est
celui ~de '.'!eierstrass l'elatif
la serie:
b

a

,

t()-==L-a."'~"

<,

qui defir,i t dans Ie cercle I~\
une fonctiorl analytique. 8i l' on exrunine
la valeur de ft~) sur la circonfe'rence de ce cere Ie , on trouve que c' est une
fonction continue de l'arc depourvoue de derivee (au moins 8i ab <'). Oe
cercIe est done COUP01..lre essentielle de la fonction. E. Hadamard a etendu
. t'es aux series
,
ces proprle

t'(};, ~ :L a" ~ b,.

,

,

dans lequelle les entiers ,,", pour les valeurs de l'indice sUlerieures a un
certain entier f ' ont un plus grand CO!!1!rTLtn diviseur qui crolt ind~finimen
avec
Le raisonnement est assez simple pour ~tre re'Jrodui t: la fonction presente nec:::ssairement un point singulier )" sur ie cercle de convergence. Supprimons alors les p premiers termes de la serie, ce qui
revient ~ n~GliGer une fonction holomorphe et par suite ne change pas les
points singuliers. La nouvelle serie, ¢(}) , ne change .pas si on change
~
en ~
~
o
fJ·e b

r.

,

, designant Ie diviseur conmun aux
sB'i te -I i admettent, outre Ie point

b

Done la fonction ¢, et par
les points singuliers

'hfq(

doeT

,

c' est-a-dire, puisque ~ peut grandir inde'fininent, un ensemble partout dense
de points du cere Ie et ~ar suite tout Ie eerele."
Zoretti: Lecons sur Ie Prolongement Analytigue p.91
S

14. "Permittez-moi de VOU9 exposer un resultant assez remarquable qui a
ete trouv~ par un de mes e1eves, M. Fredholm; je vous prie de la communiquer
aux Oornptes Rendus, si vous trouvez cela opportune
IIAutant que je sache, toutes les fonctions qui n'existent que dans un
certain domaine du plan et oui ont et~ etudiees jusqu'ici cessent d'exister
parce que les fonctions ell~s-m~mes ou leurs d~rivees deviennent discontinues
sur la frontiere. I,';. Fredholm a trouve, dans un des champs les plus connus
de l'Analyse, une f~nction qui est continue, ainsi que toutes ses d(~rivees,
sur tqute la frontiere qui limite Ie domaine d'existence de la fonction.
"Ecrivez la fonction f) sous la forme
rr~-+....
"f

L

e v"i +

11'.-0.

ITZ(

_ . , -... -f

L.
Ir.. - _

e V"

+ II"U

-r...

00

+ Ly-..o e

>("'t 'f- .....

et mettez

V::.

0

Si la partie re~le de ~ est negative, la fonction est une fonction
uniforme de· t pour toutes les valeurs de t , dont la partie reele soit

n~gative.

La Fonction, ainsi que toutes ses d~riv;esJ sont des fonctions
continues de t sur llaxe imaginaire. 1~is cet axe imaginaire forae la
limife du domaine dlexistence de la fonction. Four voir cela, vous n'avez
qu '?i faire 1 I observation que la fonction ifJ (t,lt) satisfai t a l' egali te'

~-~
H -

et de mettre

au . .

i'\(t
't' ,u.)",

=
\

cb(to,1A)

+r-~:~)td.f~o + ("J;:1)+=to&-~o)2-+

. _. _. '.

ou 1:. est une point sur 11 axe imaginaire.
"Dlal)rJs la t~e'oreme connu du MIlle Kowalevski la serie p{f-t.)ne peut
~'tre convergente a moins que t/J(to,lA) soi tune fonction enti~re ratione lIe
ou transcendante de t l . Oela nla pas lieu, et la fonction
¢(i,k)consider~e comme fonction de r n'existe done, Dourml oue U Boit une constante
dont la partie reele est negative, quIa llinterieur -du domaine: partie
reele de t<o.
"En mettant e t:. X e1(= a., la/ <I vous obtenez un fonction de :;c ~
qui nlexiste pour
(-"0

I

'~I<'

et qui reste continue, ainsi

,

I'XI =1 •
que toutes ses derivees, pour
"
I"lser ce resultant
"II est facile de voir que qulon peut beaucoup genera
obtenu par M. Fredholm."
Oomptes Rendus I.:ar. 1890 p. 627
Acta ~.~athematica 1891 p. 279
N.B. SOr.:le corrections were made to the article which appea.red in Oomptes
Rendus because of printing mistakes; the article given above embodies the
corrections taken from Acta Mathematica.
Mme Kowalevski's article appeared in Crel1e: Journal fur I'jathematik
lxxx. pp. 1-32
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